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TWEET THIS

 So when that passion and work ethic start to erode I usually know it’s time to re-evaluate what I’m doing or at the
very least how I’m doing it.

 you’re the only person who should be allowed to design your life’s path
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When Marlina Moreno launched The Green Clean Co, a commercial cleaning
startup, shortly after graduating from her undergrad, she did it because she saw a
gap in the market that she knew she could fill.

“As someone who knew very early on that she wasn’t the traditional corporate
America-type but who still believed in the ‘American Dream’, I decided to become
my own boss and just start my own green commercial cleaning business,” explains
Moreno.

This same gut feeling has guided Moreno through her career as an NFL cheerleader,
her pursuit of a Master of Arts in conservation biology, and her all-in approach to
the current iteration of her career — conservation biologist filmmaker and non-
profit founder.

“What started out as me just casually documenting the conservation projects I
volunteered with when I traveled eventually sparked a real passion for filmmaking
and other forms of visual storytelling,” explains Moreno. “So I decided to buy myself
a decent camera and teach myself how to shoot and edit. Fast forward some years
and I decided it was finally time to make my conservation-focused media efforts
official. That’s when I decided to start a nonprofit organization dedicated to bringing
awareness to global conservation issues through cause-based storytelling.”

With Project Conservation, Moreno helps others in the conservation arena tell their
stories in the most impactful way possible. Currently she is spending time in Africa
both working alongside clients and pursuing personal projects that fall under her
eco-traveler lifestyle content.

Below she expands on the hopes she has for Project Conservation, what advice she
has for other Latinas looking to make an impact in a cause that is close their heart,
and when she knew it was time to move onto a new leg of her career.

Vivian Nunez: You describe this stage of your life as the research and
development stage of your life — I love this description! Can you expand
more on what you mean when you say that you're in the R+D stage of
your career?

Marlina Moreno: I’m still trying to figure out the optimal way of connect all the
dots. Specifically, I’m trying to find the best way to intertwine and move forward
with the different projects I have going on at the moment, projects that -- after a lot
of soul searching and trial and error -- I know are what I want to be doing in 5, 10,
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and even 20 years from now. And that’s really the heart and soul of this 8-month
long road trip across Africa that I’m on.

For me, Africa is where my journey into travel, filmmaking, and conservation really
started -- so I knew it was exactly where I needed to be in order to cross cultivate the
different projects I’m working on and push my career to the next level. Here I’ve
been able to meet, observe, and learn from industry professionals that I would not
have the same kind of access to if I were sitting at home behind my computer. Not
only has this led to invaluable experience in the arenas that I want to work in and be
a part of, but this immersive-type of R&D has also opened my eyes to new ways of
combining my love for travel, filmmaking, and conservation with my
entrepreneurial spirit.

Nunez: You went to undergrad for advertising, pursued a career as a
cheerleader, then moved from that to your own passion projects — how
did you know when it was time to shift?

Moreno: I’m a really passionate person by nature, and I like to think that anyone
who knows me would agree that I’m also a really hard worker. When I’m truly
committed to something -- be it school, work, a passion project, etc. -- I’m the type
to not sleep or eat if it means the difference between 99.9 percent and 100+ percent.

Zander Beetge
Marlina Moreno
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So when that passion and work ethic start to erode I usually know it’s time to re-
evaluate what I’m doing or at the very least how I’m doing it.

Sometimes the decision to move on came easy, other times not so much. In fact, the
toughest decisions I’ve ever had to make involved the closing of chapters in my
professional life. But the way I see it, to give so much of your time, creativity, and
spirit to something that no longer excites and inspires you -- especially for a woman
like myself who is lucky enough to have the freedom to make her own decisions -- is
a waste of whatever talent and passion you’ve been gifted, not to mention the time
that you’ve been gifted as well.

Nunez: You were successful by everyone's standards with your cleaning
startup — what led you to sell your stake in it?

Moreno: I can honestly say those first two years of owning the cleaning company
were the hardest I have ever worked in my life and there were plenty of times that I
(and almost everyone around me) questioned why I was even bothering with such a
labor-intensive business venture that was netting me less than 15% of my total
income at the time. But I stuck it out, and I’m glad I did because 5 years later it paid
for me to get my MBA and afforded me the opportunity to start traveling and doing
volunteer work in an arena I had always been passionate about -- conservation.

But as entrepreneurs know, owning your own business is demanding to say the least.
For me, it felt like having a child, one that I couldn’t just leave at home to go travel
the world whenever I felt like it, at least not without feeling guilty about it. So there I
was, for the first time in my life I had the means to travel and volunteer with the
causes I cared about but could do very little of either because I felt bound and
restricted by this growing business. And it was this struggle between making money
and exploring my newfound passions that eventually led to my decision to sell off
the business.
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Nunez: What advice do you have for Latinas who are passionate about a
cause but are unsure of what their place in it is?

Moreno: I’ll start by saying this, it’s an exciting time to be a woman and it’s an even
more exciting time to be a Latina woman. Times are changing and many of us have a
chance to be the first in our families to do something different, something bold.
While the transition may not please everyone around you at first, at the end of the
day you’re the only person who should be allowed to design your life’s path  . If
there is a cause that you are passionate about but not sure how you fit into it then
the best gift you can give yourself is to go and find out. Do some R&D-- read,
network, volunteer, intern, ask questions… anything that helps you navigate the best
path to your dream career.

Nunez: What has the current stage in your career taught you about the
landscape of digital media especially around mission driven work?

Moreno: I’ve learned that on-demand and social media-focused digital content is
or will become king for most industries within the next decade, including mission

Zander Beetge
Marlina Moreno
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driven NGOs and similar organizations. I think this is especially true for any entity
whose primary target audience is millennials or Gen Z.

For what I do and plan to do this means designing digital media content and
marketing campaigns that can be impactful in on-demand and social media spaces.
Short-form storytelling, collaborating with popular influencers, encouraging
discussion, and incorporating calls-to-action are just some of the things I see playing
a big role in the digital media presence of Project:Conservation, Mar Gone Wild, and
the new social business venture I’m developing.

Nunez: What advice do you have for Latinas who want to pursue a career
in conservationism?

Moreno: Do it! Not only would I love to see more women in conservation but I’d
love to see more diversity in this space as well.

For anyone seriously interested in a conservation-focused career the best advice I
can give is to start by doing some research into the type of conservation you’re
interested in. Is there a specific species you’d like to work with? Do you want to do
field research or are you leaning more towards project management? How about
fundraising and grant writing? Jotting down your initial interests can help guide the
path you take into the world of conservation.

From there it’s all about exploring your interests through hands-on experience, and
one of the best ways to do this is by volunteering with conservation organizations.
Surrounding yourself with likeminded people and getting to see how conservation
works in the real world is some of the best R&D you can do in the early stages of
your conservation career.

Follow me on Twitter @vivnunez.
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